Official opening of the 2012 Security Congress

Moderator: Ľubomír Hradiský, Chairman of the Security Platform, ZSSK

• Jean-Pierre Loubinoux, General Director, UIC (Video message)
• Andrej Holak, State Secretary, Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional Development of the Slovak Republic
• Pavol Gábor, CEO, ZSSK
• Jerzy Wisniewski, Fundamental Values Director, UIC
• Robert Missen, the Head of Unit, Land Transport Security, European Commission
Session 1: Administrative, legal and operational partnerships

Moderator: Moha Khaddour, former Chairman of the Security Platform, ONCF

- “The impact of the legislative basis on the human factors in the security area”, Tadeusz Kaczmarek, Head of International Cooperation Unit, PKP PLK S.A.
- “The ‘H’ Factor and Security: The UITP SecCom Point of View”, Denis Luyten, Security consultant, UITP
- “Designing effective control organizations”, Dr. Guido te Brake, Consultant, Behavioral and Societal Sciences, TNO
- “Stimulation of railway accident in Casablanca”, Moha Khaddour, Director of Safety, ONCF
- “Freight transportation safety securing on Transsib transport corridor”, Thomas Kargl, CEO Far east land bridge Ltd., CCTT
- Debate with the floor
Session 2: Human Behaviour

Moderator: Jacques Colliard, Head of Security division, UIC

• “What is normal behaviour? How might ‘gut feelings’ help us identify suspicious behaviours?”, Brendan Ryan, Dr. Senior Research Fellow and Alex Stedmon, Associate Professor, University of Nottingham

• “Evolution of criminal behaviors and possible answers”, Ľubomír Hradiský, Chairman of the UIC Security Platform, Head of International Relations, ZSSK – on behalf of Slovak Railway companies ŽSR, ZSSK and ZSSK CARGO

• “Post traumatic stress”, Virginie Papillault, Human factors specialist, Safety Division, UIC

• “Human factors’ Influence on the railway transport security”, Mr. Mironov, Deputy Head of Transport Security, RZD

• “The safety of rail transport and protection of property in relation to human behavior”, Juraj Michalíček, Deputy director, Railway Police of the Police Force, Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic

• Debate with the floor
Session 3: Training of railway staff

Moderator: Jerzy Wisniewski, Fundamental Values Director, UIC

- “System of training of the Railways Protection Guard officers in Poland”, Włodzimierz Ternawski, International Relations Chief expert, PKP PLK S.A.
- “Security Management: people at the heart of the system”, Philippe Marsault, Head of Transverse Department, Security Division, SNCF
- “Project of expert and training system for extreme situations on railways”, Zdenek Dvorak, Professor, Faculty of Special Engineering, University of Zilina
- Debate with the floor
Session 4: Human Factors in technologies and research projects

Moderator: Ľubomír Hradiský, Chairman of the Security Platform, ZSSK

- “The ‘H’ factor and SECUR-ED”, Carolin Büttner, International Liaison Officer, Corporate Security, DB
- RESTRAIL project:
  - “General presentation”, Marie-Hélène Bonneau, Security Division, UIC
  - “Best practices for mitigating consequences of railway suicide & trespassing incidents”, Gilad Rafaeli, VP, Projects and Consulting Services Railway Company, MTRS3, Hannan Saltzman, Senior Product Manager, Situation Management Railway Company, NICE,
- PROTECTRAIL project:
  - “PROTECTRAIL results”, Giuseppe Bocassi, Project coordinator, Ansaldo STS
  - “PROTECTRAIL final demonstration”, Wlodzimierz Ternawski, International Relations Chief expert, PKP PLK S.A.
- Other projects
- Debate with the floor
Closing session

Moderator: Pradeep Kumar Mehta, Vice Chairman of the Security Platform, IR-RPF

- Moha Khaddour, the former Chairman of the Security Platform, ONCF
- Šubomír Hradiský, the new Chairman of the Security Platform, Head of International Relations, ZSSK
- Pradeep Kumar Mehta, Vice Chairman of the Security Platform, General Director, IR-RPF
- Didier Schwartz, Chairman COLPOFER
- Debate with the floor
- Final declaration
For further information,

contact : security@uic.org
UIC Security website : www.uic.org/security
The new Security brochure just released for this 8th UIC World Security Congress